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Abstract:
Vast amounts of information are becoming available in Linked Open Datasets (LOD). Users need
an effective way to browse LODs in a human-readable form through a rich, natural interface
similar to the familiar web browser. While it appears rather straightforward to build a browser for
an LOD or one that even integrates data elements on a given subject from multiple LODs, in
reality it is not so. The browser must be able to filter uninteresting data elements and also sort and
arrange available facts to make the browsing experience natural and effective. In this project we
present LODScape, an ontology-based object browser for multiple LODs. A carefully constructed
ontology provides an organization and classification of predicates which are used to render a
nontrivial subject effectively. We further demonstrate that by making small changes to the
ontology, the behavior of the browser can change significantly, thereby allowing customized or
personalized browsing experiences. LODScape is an initial version of the browser. In future
versions, we intend to support object-based navigation and contextual aides for users to
efficiently find the information they are seeking. LODScape is especially useful in domains with
a rich set of predicates whose data is aggregated from multiple LODs.
Keywords: LOD browser, semantic browser, object browser, ontology, linked open data.
The LODScape application is available on the Web through our landing page at
http://kanoe.org/kanoeapps/lodscape.html (or directly at
http://27.251.237.245/themes/TryFreebase.html).

1 Introduction
Large semantic datasets are becoming available through recent developments in Semantic Web
technologies. These datasets are typically represented as RDF triples or quads, often with suitable
ontologies, and published in the form of Linked Open Datasets (LOD). However, LODs are primarily
meant for machines and are not easy to browse. Users need an effective way to browse LODs in a humanreadable form through a rich, natural interface similar to the familiar web browser. While it may seem
that it is rather straightforward to build a browser for an LOD or one that even integrates data elements on
a given subject from multiple LODs, in reality it is not so. The browser must be able to filter uninteresting
data elements and also sort and arrange available facts to make the browsing experience natural and
effective. Otherwise, the user’s experience will not be far from directly reading RDF triples.
In the LODScape project, we have attempted to design and implement an LOD browser called LODScape
that renders a set of triples having the same subject using the classification of the predicates involved in

an OWL ontology. Such an LODScape ontology is primarily a property hierarchy which guides
LODScape in determining whether to display a triple and where and in which order to place on the
screen.
In the rest of this paper, we present an overview of previous work on LOD browsers and the design of
LODScape. We illustrate how making a change to the ontology changes the rendering of LOD data in
LODScape. We conclude with a discussion of potential extensions to LODScape and further work in
ontology-based applications for making linked data human-readable. It must be clarified that we are using
the term “object” as in “object-oriented” modeling or programming as the set of all facts known (or
inherited or inferred) about a given subject (or resource/entity/topic), not as in the third element of an
RDF triple.

2 LOD Browsers
Several LOD browsers have been built already. While the simplest ones merely list triples alphabetically
in tabular form, some of them, e.g., Fenfire [1], take the approach of helping users visualize an RDF
graph in which the relationships (i.e., predicates) between different objects are shown. Others present one
resource at a time and are usually called object viewers or browsers. Tabulator [2] is a file-based browser
and works as an extension to FireFox for RDF browsing. Another such browser is OpenLink Data
Explorer (ODE, formerly called OperLink RDF Browser) [3] and is suitable for viewing embedded RDF
data in web pages, combined with dereferencing of RDF in linked data. Other such popular browser,
Disco [4] and Object Viewer [5] presents triples to users without any semantic organization. Zitgist RDF
Browser [6] and Marbles [7] take novel approaches using an “information shape shifter” and “Fresnel
lenses” respectively, to help users visualize RDF data. Humboldt [8] is a facet browser for objects using
the idea of pivoting.
It may be argued that the above types of LOD browsers are not semantic browsers since they do not
perform any semantic grouping, ordering or filtering operations on the (predicates in the) data before
displaying them. A notable exception is [9] where a semantic LOD browser is built by automatic semantic
grouping using predicate similarity and clustering algorithms such as K-Means. The success of such
automatic grouping in generating semantically coherent groups is limited largely by the accuracy of
available algorithms for automatic clustering or classification of the predicates in a domain.
In LODScape, we take an entirely different approach wherein an ontology of the various predicates of
interest is manually constructed. The classification and organization of various predicates in the ontology
determine whether, where and how a triple carrying a particular predicate is rendered for the user. Unlike
some of the above browsers, however, LODScape in its present form is not intended to either view
embedded semantic data or to edit the data being viewed. Unlike file-based RDF viewers, LODScape is
designed for users to browse through multiple, large LODs which are themselves available in the backend in databases, triple stores or through SPARQL endpoints.

3 Design of LODScape
LODScape is designed to support two primary functions: searching for information about a particular
object and browsing by category (i.e., a known rdf:type). In either case, further navigation is possible by

clicking on any hyperlink in the resulting “page,” thereby providing the familiar user experience of Web
browsers. Fig. 1 shows a screenshot of a part of the output page from LODScape for the resource
“Aristotle”.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of Partial LODScape Output for “Aristotle”
Two LODs are supported in the initial version: DbPedia and Freebase. We plan to add YAGO and other
datasets in the near future. Quads from the datasets are imported into the back-end store which is a MySql
database in the current version. Subjects and predicates are indexed for efficient retrieval.
LODs are enhanced by applying the Jena engine to their ontology (if available) and RDFS relationships
(primarily rdfs:subClassOf) to derive new triples. Additional rdf:type triples are thus added to the
available LODs.
Predicates present in the enhanced LODs are organized manually in an OWL ontology built on top of the
Freebase and DbPedia ontologies. The ontology is essentially an owl:ObjectProperty hierarchy.
Intermediate categories of predicates were created to combine Freebase and DbPedia predicates into
related groups. Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the ontology used in the current version where predicates used
in DbPedia’s PersonData are organized under the broad categories of biography, career,
family, achievement and imprints. The hierarchical relationships among the predicates are

imported into the back-end database via JDBC and indexed to improve the performance of browsing by
avoiding having to query the OWL ontology at run time.
Given a resource, all triples with that resource as the subject are retrieved. The triples are then subjected
to filtering, grouping and sorting operations. Any predicate that is not found in the ontology is filtered out
(unless all predicates for the given resource are unknown to the ontology). The subset of predicates that
are retained are then grouped and ordered depending on their organization in the ontology. For example,
all predicates under biography are grouped together, and, within the group, triples are ordered in the
same order in which they are indexed in the imported ontology. The groups (and subgroups) themselves
are also ordered in a similar way. Finally, the filtered, grouped and sorted triples are displayed on the
Web page along with any image and/or text retrieved for the given resource from Wikipedia or other
linked collection on the Web. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of LODScape.
Given a category, all resources which are of rdf:type that category are retrieved and presented to the user
in a pull-down menu. When the user selects a resource from the menu, all facts known about the resource
are retrieved and rendered as outlined above through the operations of filtering, grouping and sorting.
Both functions support auto-completion as the user is typing a keyword, thereby allowing users to browse
through very large, multiple LODs without knowing exact names for the information being sought.

In the implementation of LODScape, PHP was used as the server side language and JavaScript on the
client side. Ajax was used to enable auto-completion of user inputs. The frontend user interface was
modeled using the Bootstrap framework. LODScape runs on a single HP ProLiant ML110 G7 server
with 16 GB RAM and 8TB disks.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of Grouping of Predicates in LODScape OWL Ontology

Fig. 3. Architecture of LODScape

4 Modifying the Ontology to Customize Browsing
The Freebase ontology was originally structured and indexed in LODScape such that the
nomenclature appeared first in the output page, followed by biography (e.g., birth details,
location, etc.), career (e.g., workplace). family, achievements and imprints (i.e., people
whom the subject influenced or was influenced by). Although this may be a reasonable order for most
users, LODScape allows a user to change this for all of the data in the LODs by simply modifying the
ontology. To demonstrate this capability, let us consider a user who modifies the ontology such that the
subclasses geography and economics which were under biography and career respectively are
moved under achievements! A snapshot of the modified ontology is shown in Fig. 4. One could argue
from this user’s perspective, for example, that highly relevant information such as the location of a place,
it's population density and GDP are displayed at the end which were left out in the original output.

Fig. 4. Modification to the LODScape Ontology: economy and geography are under achievements!

5 Design Choices and Further Work
LODScape is currently providing a minimally functional browser for the combined set of facts from
DbPedia and Freebase. We plan to explore further opportunities for ontology-based control of the
behavior of the LOD browser. For instance, in the future, in addition to grouping of predicates in an
owl:ObjectProperty hierarchy, we would like to enable users to select various categories of interest to
them so that facts related to those categories are highlighted during browsing. We will also provide an
optional user feedback mechanism for the relevance of various facts on the screen from which LODScape
can learn the likes and dislikes of particular users.

A drawback of the current design of LODScape is the lack of a simple user interface to edit the ontology.
It is unrealistic to expect ordinary users to edit the ontology with a full-fledged ontology editor such as
Protégé. We plan to provide a simple Web-based editor for customizing the LODScape ontology.
Another limitation is the inability to explicitly state predicate ordering preferences in the ontology. Since
predicates are owl:ObjectProperty’s, they cannot have their own properties. Ordering information is
currently encoded only in the imported ontology which is indexed internally by LODScape. We plan to
overcome this by making all predicates classes so that they can have their own owl:DatatypeProperty’s
which can explicitly represent the ordering information for predicates within a group.
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Appendix: How LODScape Meets the Open Track Criteria:
Minimal requirements
1.

The application has to be an end-user application, i.e. an application that provides a practical value to
general Web users or, if this is not the case, at least to domain experts.
Yes, LODScape provides a public web site that anyone can visit to search and browse to obtain information
derived from multiple LODs in a single interface.

2.

The information sources used
o should be under diverse ownership or control
LODScape currently uses DbPedia and Freebase and will include other LODs in the near future.
o should be heterogeneous (syntactically, structurally, and semantically), and

Both DbPedia and Freebase contain facts from a wide range of domains. Further, it is
particularly relevant to LODScape that the set of predicates in Freebase is user-created, less
clean and more heterogeneous than those in DbPedia.
o should contain substantial quantities of real world data (i.e. not toy examples).
LODScape has about 300 million triples taken from DbPedia and Freebase. More LODs will be
added in the near future.
3. The meaning of data has to play a central role.
o Meaning must be represented using Semantic Web technologies.
All data is represented and processed as RDF triples/quads in addition to the use of the OWL
ontology and the Jena semantic engine.
o Data must be manipulated/processed in interesting ways to derive useful information and
LODScape shows that modifying the ontology changes the behavior of the browser. Facts are
filtered, grouped and ordered based on the ontology.
o this semantic information processing has to play a central role in achieving things that alternative
technologies cannot do as well, or at all;
Unlike other LOD browsers which merely order the triples alphabetically or show them in a graph
structure, LODScape is able to filter, group and order predicates based on their organization in
the OWL ontology.
Additional Desirable Features
The application provides an attractive and functional Web interface (for human users)
A minimally attractive but fully functional web interface has been provided.
The application should be scalable (in terms of the amount of data used and in terms of distributed
components working together). Ideally, the application should use all data that is currently published on the
Semantic Web.
Additional LODs can be readily added to LODScape by adding the predicates used in the LODs to the
ontology.LODScape handles any owl:sameAs relationships among LODs automatically.
Rigorous evaluations have taken place that demonstrate the benefits of semantic technologies, or validate
the results obtained.
Minimal user evaluations have been done in the limited time available.
Novelty, in applying semantic technology to a domain or task that have not been considered before
We believe that modifying the behavior of an LOD browser to personalize or customize it by changing an
underlying ontology is a novel idea.
Functionality is different from or goes beyond pure information retrieval
LODScape is able to apply semantic filtering, semantic grouping and semantic ordering which are not
usually possible through standard information retrieval techniques.
The application has clear commercial potential and/or large existing user base
We believe that there is a significant commercial and widespread usage potential for LOD browsers,
especially with the semantic capabilities of LODScape.
Contextual information is used for ratings or rankings: Not applicable.
Multimedia documents are used in some way
Yes, images of the retrieved resource, if available, is fetched at run-time from Wikimedia and integrated
into the resulting page.
There is a use of dynamic data (e.g. workflows), perhaps in combination with static information
Current contents of Wikipedia pages including descriptive texts and images are fetched at run-time and
integrated into the resulting page.
The results should be as accurate as possible (e.g. use a ranking of results according to context)
Not applicable.
There is support for multiple languages and accessibility on a range of devices
LODScape is language independent. It is already accessible from any device running a web browser,
including smart phones. All of the code and technologies used are Unicode-compliant.

